
Success in the target-based approach to drug discovery, 
which is currently predominant in pharmaceutical 
research, demands that two key issues are resolved. First, 
a biological target(s) with an activity that has a causative 
role in either the onset or progression of a human disease 
must be identified. Second, therapeutic agents that appro-
priately modulate the activity of this target(s) in humans 
with limited or no adverse effects must be developed. 

To address these issues, several new technologies 
have been developed that promise to markedly improve 
the quality and efficiency of the drug discovery process. 
For the identification of new targets, various tools 
— including genome-wide forward and reverse genetics 
screens, small-interfering RNAs (siRNAs), and gene 
expression profiling — can be used to elucidate both the 
role of certain proteins in disease onset and progression 
and the biological consequences (both on-target and off-
target) of a potential therapeutic agent1–5. To improve the 
chances of finding agents that are active against these 
targets, technologies such as combinatorial chemistry 
and ultra-high-throughput screening (HTS) approaches 
have considerably expanded the numbers of compounds 
that can be evaluated for their biological activity6,7. 
In addition, the use of structural information in virtual 
ligand screening8,9 and structure-based drug design10 can 
potentially reduce the numbers of compounds that need 
to be evaluated, and lead to new directions for synthetic 
optimization. Novel medicines have been developed, 
at least in part, on the basis of these approaches (for 

example, HIV protease inhibitors and imatinib (Gleevec; 
Novartis), among others). However, the investment in 
these technologies has not yet reversed the downward 
trend in the number of new chemical entities reaching the 
market11. So, although a strong case can be made that it 
is still too early to fully evaluate the productivity of some 
of these approaches (especially as 10–15 years is gener-
ally required for the discovery and development of new 
drugs)6, there continues to be a need for new approaches 
to rapidly develop small-molecule agents against a wide 
range of therapeutic targets.

It is in this context of intense commercial pressure 
to increase discovery productivity that we must evalu-
ate the advent of fragment-based drug design — a drug 
discovery strategy that was first demonstrated a decade 
ago. Paradoxically, fragment-based drug design is 
based on screening smaller numbers of compounds 
(typically several thousand) in the hopes of finding 
low-affinity fragments (with Kd values in the high micro-
molar to millimolar range). By contrast, conventional 
screening attempts to evaluate as many compounds as 
technologically possible (typically a million or more) 
in the hopes of finding relatively potent drug leads 
(with Kdvalues ideally less than 1 μM). In this article 
we will describe the initial development of fragment-
based drug design and how it has been applied since its 
introduction. In addition, we will outline key strategic 
advances that enable this technology to be applied to an 
increasing number of therapeutic targets. We will also 
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Abstract | Since the early 1990s, several technological and scientific advances — such as 

combinatorial chemistry, high-throughput screening and the sequencing of the human 

genome — have been heralded as remedies to the problems facing the pharmaceutical 

industry. The use of these technologies in some form is now well established at most 

pharmaceutical companies; however, the return on investment in terms of marketed 

products has not met expectations. Fragment-based drug design is another tool for drug 

discovery that has emerged in the past decade. Here, we describe the development and 

evolution of fragment-based drug design, analyse the role that this approach can have 

in combination with other discovery technologies and highlight the impact that 

fragment-based methods have made in progressing new medicines into the clinic.
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and to trigger (or to block) 

its biological response. 

discuss lessons derived from critical comparative analyses 
of fragment-based screening and fragment optimiza-
tion that can guide the optimal use of fragment-based 
drug design in a drug discovery setting, and consider its 
potential to increase R&D productivity.

Fragment-based drug design

Working with fragments. The fragmentation of drug 
leads into smaller pieces, or even into discrete functional 
groups (for example, carboxylate, amine, aryl group 
and so on), has been used for some time to simplify 
the computational analysis of ligand binding and to 
map out different pharmacophoric elements required for 
high-affinity binding12,13. The concept of this approach 
is simple in that proper optimization of each unique 
interaction in the binding site and subsequent incor-
poration into a single molecular entity should produce 
a compound with a binding affinity that is the sum of 
the individual interactions. However, even the most 
advanced computational algorithms cannot accurately 
predict the affinity with which fragments might or might 

not bind to the protein surface. So, in order to effectively 
use fragments in drug design, an experimental method 
was required that could rapidly and reliably screen 
thousands of low-molecular-mass test compounds for 
weak (millimolar range) binding to the target protein. 
Two-dimensional, isotope-edited nuclear magnetic resonance 

(NMR) spectroscopy is well suited to this purpose as NMR 
chemical shifts are exquisitely sensitive to ligand bind-
ing and problems with compound interference can be 
solved by spectral editing14. 

Nevertheless, there was a significant amount of internal 
resistance to resourcing the experimental pursuit of frag-
ment leads at Abbott, as it was commonly believed that 
such low-molecular-mass, low-affinity ligands, even if 
they could be detected, would not form a unique and sta-
ble complex with the protein that could be productively 
used in drug design. However, our initial results with 
FK506-binding protein (FKBP)15 and matrix metallopro-
teinases (MMPs)16 indicated otherwise, in that meaning-
ful structure–activity relationships (SAR) and stable binding 
modes could be observed even with millimolar ligands 
for the protein — as long as the fragments were soluble 
at the test concentrations. It was partly in response to 
this internal debate that the method was coined ‘SAR by 
NMR’ to emphasize that SAR could be obtained by NMR 
even for weakly binding ligands.

Reduction to practice. Our first internal application of 
SAR by NMR was in the design of high-affinity inhibitors 
of the MMPs16, a family of zinc-dependent endopepti-
dases that are implicated in various diseases, including 
arthritis and tumour metastasis17. We were initially 
interested in targeting MMP3 (stromelysin), and our 
attempts to identify non-peptide inhibitor leads against 
this protein using a conventional high-throughput 
activity screen failed. We performed a fragment screen 
against MMP3 and discovered that acetohydroxamate 
(a zinc-chelating moiety with a Kd value of 11 mM for the 
protein) could bind to the protein simultaneously with 
a number of biaryl compounds (with Kd values in the 
20–100 μM range). The three-dimensional structure of 
a ternary complex (FIG. 1a) clearly revealed that these two 
fragments could be linked. In fact, one of the first linked 
compounds showed an IC

50
 value of 57 nM against strome-

lysin and bound to the protein as designed16 (FIG. 1a). 
Lead optimization then began in earnest in order to 
improve the oral bioavailability of the series and to redi-
rect potency against MMP2 and MMP9. These efforts 
culminated in ABT-518, which showed excellent oral 
antitumour efficacy in animal trials and was approved 
for Phase I clinical trials18. Our most recent application 
of SAR by NMR is in the development of inhibitors 
against the BCL-2 family of proteins19. BCL-2 family 
members have both pro- and anti-apoptotic activity, 
and many cancer cells overexpress the anti-apoptotic 
family members BCL-2 and BCL-XL to evade pro-
grammed cell death20. Similar to our efforts with MMP3, 
our initial attempts at conventional HTS against BCL-XL 
failed to yield productive leads. However, a fragment-
based screen again revealed that small organic molecules 
(in this case biaryl carboxylates and tetrahydronaphthols; 

Figure 1 | Applications of the ‘SAR by NMR’ method for fragment-based design. 
The examples shown are matrix metalloproteinase 3 (MMP3) (a) and BCL-XL proteins (b). 

In each case at the top, the identified fragment leads are shown with cyan carbons, 

whereas the linked compounds are denoted with green carbon atoms. All structures 

were experimentally determined by NMR. The chemical structures (and in vitro 

potencies) of the fragment leads and subsequent high-affinity linked compounds are 

shown in the lower part of the figure. NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance; SAR, structure–

activity relationships. 
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FIG. 1b) could occupy proximal binding sites on the pro-
tein surface. The structure of the ternary complex clearly 
revealed that a single molecule could be designed that 
spanned both sites, and medicinal chemistry optimiza-
tion21 ultimately yielded ABT-737, which also shows 
potent antitumour effects in animal models19.

Expansion of fragment-based screening. Over the past 
10 years, we have used fragment-based drug design in 
the development of 14 highly potent (IC50 < 100 nM) 
inhibitor series against various protein targets (TABLE 1). 
During this time, the popularity of fragment-based 
screening has grown at a remarkable rate in both 
industry and academic institutions. Shown in FIG. 2 
are the numbers of pharmaceutical companies and 
academic groups that have publicly documented 
(through publications or conference materials) the 
incorporation of experimentally driven fragment-
based drug design into their discovery science. As of 
2006, 23 companies use fragment-based screening 
as a part (if not the entirety) of their lead generation 
campaigns. Initially, two-dimensional, isotope-edited 
NMR spectra were used for detecting ligand binding, 
and several companies have adopted this approach, 
including AstraZeneca, Schering–Plough, and Aventis 
(now Sanofi–Aventis). However, many companies 
quickly developed alternative NMR-based approaches 
that obviated the need for isotope labelling and 
facilitated screening on larger numbers of targets22–26. 
Leaders in these approaches have been Novartis27, 
Vertex28 and Pharmacia (now Pfizer)29, 30.

In 2000, Abbott published its first report on the use 
of X-ray crystallography for the detection and utiliza-
tion of fragment leads31. Since then, several companies 
(most notably Astex Therapeutics, SGX Pharmaceuticals 
and Plexxikon) have made crystallographic fragment 
screening a key component of their discovery efforts32. 
Tethering33, developed at Sunesis, is yet another approach 
to identify fragment hits that has shown great promise 
for the development of potent drug leads. Overall, the 
industry has shown great versatility and resourcefulness 
in rapidly adopting fragment-based screening and devel-
oping innovative approaches to extend its applicability, 
leading to a host of new inhibitors for various protein 
targets. As shown in TABLE 1, 13 different institutions 
have reported the successful development of more than 
49 potent (IC50 < 100 nM) inhibitors against diverse 
protein targets starting from weakly binding fragments.

Fragment-based screening: why it works

Accessing chemical diversity. Although low-molecular-
mass, low-affinity fragments could be identified, a more 
important question is why one would pursue such an 
avenue in the first place — especially given the substan-
tial resources concurrently devoted to building up com-
binatorial chemistry and HTS capabilities throughout 
the pharmaceutical industry. The answer is straightfor-
ward — especially when viewed from the perspective 
of trying to identify novel chemical matter for novel 
protein targets. Given that estimates for the size of the 
chemical universe are in the vicinity of 1060 compounds34, 

screening 106 compounds (representing a fairly large 
corporate repository) barely scratches the surface of 
available chemical space. Another problem is the fact 
that substantial fractions of most corporate repositories 
are filled with compounds that have been optimized for 
historical targets, further reducing the chemical diver-
sity in the library and decreasing the chances of finding 
novel leads. Indeed, in order to address this problem, 
many pharmaceutical companies have begun to invest 
large sums of money to increase both the sizes and the 
diversities of their chemical collections35,36.

The fragment universe is many orders of magnitude 
smaller, with one estimate for the size of the chemical 
universe below 160 Da being ~14 million compounds37. 
So, screening a fragment library of 10,000 compounds 
captures substantially more chemical diversity space than 
a conventional high-throughput screen. An additional 
factor working in favour of fragment-based screening is 
that less complex molecules should show higher hit rates 
against protein targets, as theoretically formulated by 
Hann and co-workers38. As a result, even though a typical 
fragment screen will only explore much less than 1% of 
the available low-molecular-mass universe, the ability to 
find leads is substantially higher and further increases 
the value of the screen. This theoretical model has been 
recently validated by the Novartis group39, in which the 
observed hit rates for fragment screens were 10–1,000 
times higher than conventional high-throughput screens. 
This conclusion is consistent with observations through-
out the fragment-screening community. It is important 
to note that the increased hit rates in fragment-based 
screens versus high-throughput screens are not simply 
due to the higher concentrations of compounds used in 
the fragment screens, as the fragments are substantially 
smaller than most compounds in typical HTS collections 
and are expected to bind more weakly. Rather, these 
higher hit rates reflect a greater exploration of chemical 
diversity space.

Profiling protein druggability. The combination of 
broader sampling of the potential chemical universe 
and increased hit rates for molecules of low complexity 
makes fragment-based screening a powerful tool for 
lead generation. In fact, a recent analysis40 indicated 
that a sufficiently large fragment screen provides excel-
lent coverage of clinically useful chemical space, as the 
ability (or inability) to find fragment leads against a 
protein target correlates well with our ultimate success 
in producing potent small-molecule modulators of pro-
tein activity (FIG. 3). This is in contrast to HTS of even 
very large chemical repositories, for which substantial 
increases in the library size can provide new leads for 
previously intractable targets6. So, a fragment screen 
provides a rapid and reliable means of interrogating a 
protein target for druggability before investing in further 
discovery research.

Comparison to HTS. In the past 10 years, Abbott has 
conducted fragment-based screens against more than 
50 protein targets, and we can begin to investigate the 
hypothesis that fragment screens should capture larger 
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Table 1 | Potent inhibitors (IC
50

 < 100 nM) derived from experimentally driven fragment-based screening and design

Company Target Endpoint

Abbott Matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)18 Phase I (ABT-518)

Abbott B-cell CLL/lymphoma 2 (BCL-2), BCL-2-like 1 (BCL-XL)19 Preclinical development (ABT-737)

Abbott FK506-binding protein (FKBP)15 Novel, potent  inhibitors

Abbott Leukocyte function-associated antigen-1 (LFA)59 Novel, potent  inhibitors

Abbott Protein tyrosine phosphatase-1B (PTP1B)60 Novel, potent  inhibitors

Abbott Dihydroneopterin aldolase (DHNA)61 Novel, potent  inhibitors

Abbott BCL-2 selective Novel, potent  inhibitors

Abbott Heat shock protein-90 (HSP90) Novel, potent  inhibitors

Abbott Survivin Novel, potent  inhibitors

Abbott Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) Novel, potent  inhibitors

Abbott Methionine aminopeptidase-2 (MetAP2) Novel, potent  inhibitors

Abbott Casein kinase-2 (CK2) Novel, potent  inhibitors

Abbott Kinase insert domain receptor (KDR) Novel, potent  inhibitors

Abbott v-akt murine thymoma viral oncogene homolog-1 (AKT-1) Novel, potent  inhibitors

Astex Therapeutics Aurora kinase62 Phase I (AT9283)

Astex Therapeutics Cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK)62 Phase I (AT7519)

Astex Therapeutics CDK62 Preclinical development (AT9311)

Astex Therapeutics HSP9062 Preclinical development (AT13387)

Astex Therapeutics Mitogen-activated protein kinase-14 (P38α)63 Novel, potent  inhibitors

Aventis Src SH2 domain64,65 Novel, potent  inhibitors

Burnham Institute Anthrax lethal factor66 Novel, potent  inhibitors

Novartis 3α-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase  (3α-HSD) Novel, potent  inhibitors

Plexxikon Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR) (Metabolic) Phase II (PPM204)

Plexxikon Oncogenic v-raf murine sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B1 (B-Raf) Investigational new drug application (PLX4032)

Plexxikon PPAR multiple sclerosis Preclinical development

Plexxikon FMS/KIT Preclinical development

Plexxikon Phosphodiesterase67 Preclinical development

Roche DNA Gyrase68 Novel, potent  inhibitors

SGX Pharmaceuticals SYK69 Novel, potent  inhibitors

SGX Pharmaceuticals Aurora kinase70 Novel, potent  inhibitors

Schering–Plough β-site APP-cleaving enzyme-1 (BACE1)71 Preclinical development

Schering–Plough Mouse double minute-2 (MDM2) Novel, potent  inhibitors

Schering–Plough AKT-172 Novel, potent  inhibitors

Schering–Plough Hepatitis C virus (HCV) polymerase Novel, potent  inhibitors

Sunesis Aurora kinase73 Preclinical development (SNS-314)

Sunesis Interleukin-2 (IL2)74 Novel, potent  inhibitors

Sunesis Caspase-375 Novel, potent  inhibitors

Sunesis Caspase-176 Novel, potent  inhibitors

Triad P38α77 Preclinical development

Triad c-Jun N-terminal kinase-2 (JNK2)77 Novel, potent  inhibitors

Vernalis HSP90 Preclinical development

Vernalis Phosphoinositide-dependent protein kinase-1 (PDK1) Novel, potent  inhibitors

Vernalis Checkpoint kinase-1 (CHK1) Novel, potent  inhibitors

Vernalis Aurora kinase Novel, potent  inhibitors

Vertex Jun kinase-3 (JNK3)78 Novel, potent  inhibitors

Vertex Adipocyte lipid-binding protein-2 (aP2)78 Novel, potent  inhibitors

Vertex Regulatory erythroid kinase (REDK) Novel, potent  inhibitors
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numbers of chemically diverse hits than conventional 
screens of large corporate repositories. Shown in FIG. 4 
are data for screening and subsequent discovery research 
on a set of 45 Abbott targets that underwent both frag-
ment screening and conventional HTS. Fragment-
based screens were successful in identifying interesting, 
chemically tractable hits for 76% of these targets (FIG. 4a), 
compared with 53% for HTS (p < 0.01), validating the 
premise that fragment screening can deliver more hits 
against larger numbers of protein targets. Importantly, 
lead optimization (FIG. 4b) was initiated on fragment 
leads for 42% of these targets, ultimately leading to 
potent (IC50 < 100 nM) inhibitors for 31% of the proteins 
(FIG. 4c). This can be compared with lead optimization on 
HTS hits for 33% of these same targets, yielding potent 
inhibitors for 26% of the proteins.

It is significant to note the highly complementary 
nature of the two lead generation approaches, in which 
lead optimization was pursued on compounds from both 
HTS and fragment-based screening for 20% of the targets, 
resulting in potent inhibitors from both sources for 15% of 
the targets. In addition, potent leads (FIG. 4c) were obtained 
for an additional 13% (6 out of 45) of the target set by 
using both HTS and fragment-based screening as com-
pared with using either screening technology alone. In 
some cases, the fragment leads were optimized in parallel 
to yield completely novel, alternative chemotypes, 
whereas in other cases the fragment leads were incorpo-
rated directly into the optimization of the HTS leads.

Another important consideration when comparing 
HTS and fragment-based screening is the quality of 
the hits that result from the initial screen. Often, HTS 
yields hundreds or even thousands of compounds that 
modulate the biochemical response of an assay with 
apparent IC50 values on the order of 10 μM or less. 
As many assays used in HTS can be complex, multi-
component systems, many of the hits could actually 
disrupt or inhibit an assay component other than 
the target of interest. In addition, false positives can 
result from the method of detection or mechanisms 

such as compound aggregation41 or reactivity 42. 
This can lead to very low confirmation rates for HTS 
hits43 that can complicate or even confound the lead 
triage process. By contrast, fragment-based screening is 
less prone to such artefacts as the low-molecular-mass 
compounds tend to be more soluble and the methods 
of detection are simpler and more robust. So, although 
HTS might be the quickest route to generating initial 
leads for many targets (provided that sufficiently robust 
secondary assays are in place), fragment-based screening 
is generally more reliable and provides higher quality 
chemical matter. This was certainly true in the case of 
BCL-XL, described above, in which the ultimate clinical 
candidate was derived from a fragment hit despite the 
application of multiple HTS assay formats44.

Harnessing the power of structure-based drug design. It 
can be observed from FIG. 4b that leads from HTS will 
often be pursued over fragment leads for the same target 
(given that leads exclusively from HTS were pursued for 
11% of the targets for which fragment leads were also 
available). This can be expected as the HTS leads are 
often 2–3 orders of magnitude more potent than the 
fragment leads and offer, at least at first glance, more 
attractive starting points for optimization. Of course, 
these scenarios should be carefully evaluated as the 
fragment leads could offer more benefit from the view 
of ligand efficiency45,46. Although converting a millimo-
lar ligand into a nanomolar drug lead might seem like a 
daunting task, the strategic use of structure-based drug 
design can greatly facilitate this process. As shown in 
FIG. 5, the ability to obtain NMR or X-ray crystal struc-
tures on fragment leads has had a dramatic influence on 
the success of fragment-based drug design. In fact, the 
ability to produce potent inhibitors (IC50 < 100 nM) after 
initiating lead optimization on fragment leads nearly 
triples with the aid of structure-based design, increasing 
from 33% to 93% (p < 0.01). This remarkably high rate 
of success with the aid of structure-based drug design 

Figure 2 | Trends in the application of fragment-based 
screening. The number of industrial (blue diamonds) and 

academic groups (green squares) that have used fragment-

based screening as part of their lead generation strategies 

(based on publications and/or conference materials) as a 

function of time.

Figure 3 | Percentage of protein-binding sites that 
can be targeted with small, drug-like molecules as 
a function of hit rate from NMR-based fragment 
screening. A total of 66 binding sites on 58 protein targets 

were used in the analysis. A binding site was defined as 

druggable if potent (IC
50

 < 300 nM), non-covalent, 

small-molecule inhibitors have been reported or internally 

identified40. NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance.
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compares well with our ability to translate HTS hits into 
potent leads, for which a success rate of 88% has been 
historically achieved after lead optimization begins. So, 
fragment-based screening coupled with structure-based 
drug design provides a powerful avenue for maximizing 
the exploration of chemical diversity space and generat-
ing novel, potent inhibitors for various protein targets.

Of course, potency is not the sole criterion for pro-
ducing a successful drug candidate. Also shown in FIG. 5 
is that less than a quarter of the potent ligands that result 
from an initial fragment screen are viewed as suitable for 
extensive preclinical development (which is comparable 
to the fraction of leads developed from HTS hits; data 
not shown). Issues such as bioavailability, toxicity and 
target validity continue to have a large effect on attrition 
rates in drug development.

Fragment selection and optimization. The process of 
lead optimization typically results in an increase in both 
the size and lipophilicity of the original hit47. Given that 
both of these properties directly influence oral bio-
availability48, there is much debate in the industry as 
to what constitutes a ‘good’ hit — that is, one that will 
remain rule-of-five compliant after optimization. This is 
very difficult to assess with hits derived from HTS, as 
a significant fraction of the molecules could be inter-
acting sub-optimally with the receptor. Although there 
has been a general trend towards starting with smaller, 
less lipophilic (and correspondingly weaker binding) 
compounds47, there is still no clear consensus as to what 
constitutes an acceptable lead in terms of potency, 
molecular mass and hydrophobicity.

The same is true for fragment screening. For example, 
what is the probability that a fragment lead with a molec-
ular mass of 250 Da and a Kd value of 1 mM will yield 
a low nanomolar inhibitor that is orally bioavailable? 
A recent retrospective analysis49 indicates that, unlike 
leads from HTS, the optimization of fragment leads 
can be predicted with high accuracy. In this analysis, 
18 highly optimized inhibitors were systematically 

reduced in size until a fragment-like lead could be iden-
tified. As shown in FIG. 6 for a subset of five inhibitors, 
a remarkably linear relationship exists between potency 
and molecular mass along this path of ideal optimiza-
tion. In fact, these relationships are nearly co-linear, with 
an average value for the slope of 64 over all the series. 
So, during fragment optimization, an increase of 1 pKd 
unit can be expected for every 64 mass units added to 
the compound. Although these results have significant 
implications for molecular recognition in general, their 
most immediate use is the ability to predict the final 
mass of an optimized inhibitor given a fragment lead 
of known potency and molecular mass. This places 
well defined limits on the acceptable size and potency 
of fragments leads that should be considered for use in 
fragment-based drug design, and also enables a critical 
and quantitative assessment of lead identification and 
optimization in general.

A paradigm shift for drug discovery

Smaller might be better. The growth and success of frag-
ment-based drug design has necessitated a paradigm 
shift for small-molecule drug discovery — especially for 
the medicinal chemists whose job it is to produce high-
affinity drugs. Whereas before, most chemists would not 
consider a compound’s activity ‘interesting’ unless it was 
in the range of 1 μM, chemists at many pharmaceutical 
companies are now routinely beginning synthetic 
programmes around small-molecule leads with affinities 
as weak as 1 mM. Absolute affinity of binding is not as 
important as relative efficiency of binding45,46 — especially 
with the availability of structural information that can 
facilitate rapid improvements in potency. Of course, 
leaders in the pharmaceutical industry have inde-
pendently realized that chasing after potency at the 
expense of other physicochemical properties (such as 
lipophilicity, polarity, charge, stability, and so on) carries 
serious risks of failure owing to inadequate pharma-
cokinetic properties of the resulting compound50. This 
has spawned a whole new movement (the ‘lead-like’ 

Figure 4 | Comparing high-throughput screening and fragment-based screening. This figure shows the percentage 

of a set of 45 protein targets that underwent both high-throughput screening (HTS) and fragment-based screening (FBS) 

and reached critical discovery milestones: (a) Chemically tractable hits; (b) Lead optimization initiated around hits from 

the specified lead source; (c) Potency (defined as IC
50

 < 100 nM) achieved from the specified lead source.
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movement) away from the use of large lipophilic com-
pounds as leads towards smaller compounds that will 
have reasonable chances of possessing good pharma-
cokinetic properties after the optimization process is 
complete47,51. The successful applications of fragment-
based drug design have provided ample support that the 
use of fragments could, in many cases, be the most direct 
route to the best achievable balance between potency and 
pharmacokinetic properties.

Science and serendipity. Although the concept of frag-
ment-based drug design is simple and elegant, there 
remains the hard work of making a drug and all the pit-
falls and surprises along the way. For example, the initial 
concept of SAR by NMR entailed the linking of two or 
more fragments that bound to neighbouring pockets on 
a protein surface. However, simply identifying multiple 
ligands will not guarantee success. Although the link-
ing process was straightforward for the MMP example 
described above (FIG. 1a), the process of incorporating two 
fragments leads into a single ligand for BCL-XL (FIG. 1b) 
was much more difficult, requiring multiple synthetic 
strategies in order to identify the proper compound21. 
In addition, it is often the case that multiple fragments 
that simultaneously occupy the binding pocket cannot 
be found, prompting the development of an array of 
strategies for using fragments in drug design14. So, the 
fragment-based drug designer must be flexible and 
always allow for some degree of serendipity in the 
design process, as unexpected results often provide new 
opportunities for further research.

Progressing to the clinic. The science of fragment-based 
drug design is exciting, but the industry is eager to see 
this new technology make an impact on human disease. 
TABLE 1 lists 48 examples of advanced programmes that 
began with fragment-based screening, many of which are 
still being actively pursued. Plexxikon has perhaps the 
most advanced drug candidate derived from fragment-
based design, with PPM204 now in Phase II trials for 
the treatment of metabolic disease. Astex Therapeutics 
has two compounds that are currently in clinical trials 
that were derived from fragment-based leads, boasting 
a mere 18 months from the first synthesis of AT7519 
to dosing in patients52. In addition, a number of other 
companies (including Abbott, Schering–Plough, Sunesis 
and Vernalis) have compounds in advanced preclinical 
development (TABLE 1). These examples demonstrate that 
clinically useful compounds can be generated using a 
fragment-approach (even when other discovery technol-
ogies fail), and indicate that fragment-based drug design 
could deliver on its promise to increase the success rate 
and decrease the cost of modern drug discovery.

Future directions

Fragment-based drug design has now become an estab-
lished paradigm at many pharmaceutical companies. As 
highlighted in this review, fragment-based screening, 
either alone or in combination with conventional HTS, 
can successfully deliver clinically useful drug leads 
against various protein targets. Obtaining structural 

information on the initial fragment leads complexed to 
the protein target is a key factor for success and is the 
primary screening tool at many companies that employ 
X-ray crystallographic screening.

However, this advantage is also a major limitation 
to the number and types of target that are amenable to 
fragment-based approaches in that X-ray crystal struc-
tures and/or NMR structural data cannot be obtained 
for many protein targets. These experimental screen-
ing approaches also require large quantities of purified 
proteins (typically 10–1,000 milligrams), which places 

Figure 5 | Importance of structural information to the 
success of fragment-based drug design. This figure 

illustrates the influence of structure-based drug design 

(SBDD) on the ability to obtain potent (IC
50

 < 100 nM) 

inhibitors or compounds suitable for advanced preclinical 

development after a lead optimization programme was 

initiated. The analysis includes synthetic optimization 

programmes on 20 leads from fragment-based screening 

(14 of which received X-ray- or nuclear magnetic 

resonance-based structural support).

Figure 6 | Relationship between potency and molecular 
mass during fragment optimization. Plots of pK

d
 values 

(defined as the negative base-10 logarithm of the K
d
 

value expressed in molar units) versus molecular mass 

(M
r
) for compounds identified in the deconstruction of 

highly optimized leads for 5 protein targets49. Best-fit 

linear trends are shown for each series and coloured 

according to the legend. 11β-HSD, 11β-hydroxysteroid 

dehydrogenase; DPP4, dipeptidyl peptidase 4; KDR, 

kinase insert domain receptor; PARP, poly (ADP-ribose) 

polymerase.
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another constraint on the types of target that can be 
screened. These factors underscore the remarkable 
success that has been achieved with fragment-based 
drug design against particular target families (especially 
protein kinases) that can be readily prepared in large 
amounts and subjected to X-ray structural analysis. 
However, this will not be the case for many targets. 
At Abbott, fragment-based methods have only been used 
on ~30% of all discovery targets owing, in large part, 
to a lack of recombinant protein in a suitable form for 
fragment screening.

So, the future growth of fragment-based drug 
design might depend significantly on our ability to 
heterologously express recalcitrant proteins in suf-
ficient quantity and quality such that screening and 
structural studies can be initiated. This is especially 
true for integral membrane proteins, which have so far 

proven to be extraordinarily difficult to produce and 
crystallize. Alternatively, new methods for fragment 
screening that overcome the need for large quantities 
of proteins and that are amenable to being applied with 
membrane proteins could expand the target universe 
for fragment-based drug design. This could entail 
alternative applications of existing methodologies53, 
novel hardware designs54 or entirely new concepts, 
such as the rapidly evolving field of dynamic combina-
torial chemistry55,56. There has also been tremendous 
progress in the computational analysis of fragment 
binding57, which promises to reduce the dependence on 
experimental screening and the structure determina-
tion of protein–ligand complexes. We hope that these 
and other advances will continue to enable and expand 
the application of fragment-based drug design  in the 
development of new drugs.
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